SOCIAL MEDIA!

On Facebook, you can __ a comment or picture
Tumblr allows users to __ the updates of others
Many websites have __ where you can discuss various topics
Friendster was once a social network, but now focusing on __
Pictures and __ are popular on Flickr
On most sites, you must have an __ before you can participate
DeviantART showcases members’ __
On YouTube, users can create their own __ to share their videos
# is a __ and makes tweets and posts searchable for trending topics
You have to be __ to join some websites
Bebo was very popular in the UK and __
Cell phones allow for texting, also known as SMS - Short __ Service
Not surprisingly, CafeMom is target at __ and moms-to-be
Until the rise of Facebook, __ was the leading social networking site
Meetup is an online site to coordinate __ meetings in cities worldwide
__ settings can control if your posts are visible to friends or the public
You may create a __ of yourself with an introduction and interests
On __, a tweet can be up to 140 characters long
Websites, articles and blogs often have sections for readers’ __
Google+ users can join __ where they can video chat with others
__ is the perfect site for book lovers - read, review and recommend
__ is popular with people who like crafts, decorating and cooking
Mark __ founded Facebook in 2004
Businesses use members’ interests to provide targeted __
BuzzNet communities focus on ideas, events or __
Created in 1999, __ uses a diary or blog format
Smartphones have __ that access social games and networks
Linkedin is a site for business and __ networking, rather than social
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